Previous studies have demonstrated that removal of inputs from the nondeprived eye of monocularly deprived cats produces a recovery from some of the abnormalities caused by the deprivation. The present experiments examined whether the loss of Y-cells that occurs in the deprived laminae of the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) also can be reversed by this manipulation and, if so, what are the necessary and sufficient conditions for reversal to occur. Single cell recordings were made in LGN laminae A and Al of 31 cats in a variety of rearing conditions, and the cells were classified as X, Y, or mixed on the basis of responses to a battery of tests.
and Hubel, 1963b Hubel, , 1965 Blakemore and Van Sluyters, 1974; Kratz et al., 1976; Shatz and Stryker, 1978) . In the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN), neurons in laminae receiving inputs from the deprived eye (deprived laminae) are smaller than neurons in nondeprived laminae or neurons in normal cats (Wiesel and Hubel, 1963a; Guillery and Stelzner, 1970; Hickey et al., 1977; Kalil, 1980) . In addition, there is a marked reduction in the proportion of Y-cells encountered in physiological recordings from deprived laminae (Sherman et al., , 1975 .
Previous studies in our laboratory have demonstrated that removal of inputs from the nondeprived eye of monocularly deprived cats produces a recovery from some of the abnormalities caused by the deprivation. For example, there is a rapid increase in the ability of the 578 Geisert et al. Vol. 2, No. 5, May 1982 deprived eye to drive neurons in striate cortex (Kratz et al., 1976) . This increase occurs within a few hours and is unaltered by long survival times (over a year) or by allowing the deprived eye visual experience after the nondeprived eye inputs are removed (Smith et al., 1978; Kratz et al., 1976; . In addition, removing the nondeprived eye causes neurons in deprived laminae of the LGN to grow to nearly normal size over a period of 3 months, and this growth occurs even when the deprived eye remains closed (Spear and Hickey, 1979) . These and other observations suggest that some of the effects of monocular deprivation are due to interocular suppressive mechanisms and that the recovery after removal of the nondeprived eye is due to a release from this suppression (Kratz et al., 1976; Smith et al., 1978; Spear and Hickey, 1979; .
The purpose of the present experiment was to determine if removal of inputs from the nondeprived eye also can produce a recovery from functional abnormalities in the LGN. Specifically, we wished to determine if Y-cells, which are reported to be lost after monocular deprivation, return to normal numbers along with the growth of cell size in the deprived laminae. In addition, we wished to assess the relationship between responses of LGN neurons and the recovery that occurs in responses of striate cortex neurons following removal of the nondeprived eye. By answering these questions, we hoped to learn more about possible sites and mechanisms of the effects of monocular deprivation and their reversal following removal of inputs from the nondeprived eye.
At the time that this investigation began, all of the studies that reported a loss of LGN Y-cells following monocular deprivation came from two laboratories (Sherman et al., , 1975 Hoffmann and Cynader, 1977; Hoffmann and Hollander, 1978; Eysel et al., 1979; Sherman and Wilson, 1981) . The only attempt to replicate these findings outside of these two laboratories did not find a loss of Y-cells in the LGN of monocularly deprived cats (Shapley and So, 1980) . Therefore, in an initial experiment, we attempted to replicate the finding of a Y-cell loss. Concurrent with this, we determined if removal of the nondeprived eye with or without subsequent pattern vision through the deprived eye would produce a reversal of any Y-cell loss that occurred. In a second experiment, we determined the age at which this reversal can occur and assessed the conditions that are necessary and sufficient for recovery.
EXPERIMENT I Materials and Methods
Animals and rearing conditions. Twenty-four cats were divided into four groups: six normal adult cats, six 7-month-old monocularly deprived cats (MD), seven 7-month-old monocularly deprived cats that had the nondeprived eye removed at 4 months of age (MD-DE) , and five 7-month-old monocularly deprived cats that had the nondeprived eye removed and the deprived opened at 4 months of age (MD-DE-O) .
The ages and conditions used in this study are the same as those used to study LGN cell size (Spear and Hickey, 1979) and cortical physiology of monocularly deprived cats following removal of the nondeprived eye (Kratz et al., 1976; Smith et al., 1978) . This allows for a direct comparison of our results and the results of those studies.
All deprived kittens were born in the laboratory breeding colony. Littermates were selected randomly to be in either the MD, MD-DE, or MD-DE-O groups with the restriction that no more than two animals from one litter were assigned to the same group. The kittens were housed with their mothers in individual cages until they were weaned. They then were moved to a large colony room with shelves and ramps for climbing. In all of the colony rooms, the light cycle was 18 hr on and 6 hr off. The normal adult cats were obtained from an outside vendor.
Lid suture and enucleation. Details of the procedures for lid suture and enucleation are presented elsewhere (Spear and Tong, 1980) . The lids over one eye were sutured closed before normal eye opening had occurred. The lid margins were checked daily for openings throughout rearing. Most of the animals had no openings at any time before recording. If a small pin hole developed that was covered with mucus or underlying conjunctiva, it was repaired immediately. If an animal had an opening in the lid that allowed visualization of the cornea, the cat was excluded from the study.
Preparation for recording. The animals were anesthetized with Fluothane in 50% 02 and 50% N,O for surgical procedures. A tracheotomy was performed and an endotracheal tube was inserted for artificial respiration. The animal was paralyzed by an intravenous injection of 40 mg of gallamine triethiodide (Flaxedil), followed by continuous infusion at a rate of 19 mg/hr. End-expired CO2 was monitored with a Beckman LB-2 medical gas analyzer and maintained at 4% by adjusting the minute volume of the respirator. Small openings were made in the cranium over the LGN, the dura was reflected, and an agar/sucrose gel was applied to the exposed cortical surface. Bipolar stimulating electrodes were placed in the optic chiasm (OX) using a flash-evoked response as an indication of appropriate placement. The OX electrodes were placed at AP+15 and 2 mm on either side of the midsagittal suture, with a depth of 21 to 24 mm below the dural surface. All wound edges were coated with a long acting local anesthetic (Anduracaine). Fluothane then was discontinued and the animal was maintained under 75% NzO and 25% 02 for recording. Body temperature was kept at 38°C with a heating pad, and the heart rate was monitored continuously.
The pupils were dilated by topical application of 1% atropine sulfate. The corneas were protected by contact lenses containing a 3-or 4-mm-diameter artificial pupil. A translucent tangent screen was placed 114 cm from the approximate nodal point of the eye. The eyes were refracted and the optic discs were plotted on the tangent screen using the method of Fernald and Chase (1971) . The position of the area centralis was determined from the optic disc plots (Nikara et al., 1968) .
Recording. Single cell activity was recorded extracellularly with varnish-coated tungsten microelectrodes. The electrodes were dipped into the varnish tip first so that there was no exposed tip. Electrode impedance was 6 to 8 megohms measured with a 0.5-msec square wave input and 50 to 80 megohms measured with a 135-Hz sine wave input. The electrode was advanced slowly in 3-to The Journal of Neuroscience Recovery of Y-cells in MD Cats 579 5-pm steps through the LGN while searching for isolated single cells. During the search procedure, spots of light were moved and flashed on the tangent screen. Once a penetration was started through a lamina, it was terminated only after the lamina was completely traversed. Recordings were made from both laminae A and Al; in deprived animals, only the deprived laminae were studied, Action potentials thought to arise from cell bodies were distinguished from axon spikes by the criteria described by Bishop et al. (1962) , and the present results concern cell body recordings only. To mark the location of the last penetration on each side of the brain, small electrolytic lesions were made in the LGN.
Visual stimulation.
Visual stimuli were presented on the tangent screen with a hand-held projector or with an automated projector system. For mapping visual receptive fields, the tangent screen was illuminated diffusely at -1.36 log cd/m2 and spots of light from -0.88 to 0.3 log cd/m' were used. In addition, a variety of stimuli were available for classifying cells as X or Y (see below). For testing velocity sensitivity, either a spot of light (0.04 log cd/m") on a dark background (-1.36 log cd/m') or a dark spot (-1.24 log cd/m") on a light background (0.04 log cd/m") was moved back and forth across the receptive field. In each case, the spot was 3.5' in diameter. For testing the linearity of spatial summation, a 6.5"-diameter bipartite field was used. The luminance of each halffield was modulated sinusoidally 180" out of phase so that the overall mean luminance of the stimulus remained constant. The luminance of each half-field of the stimulus varied between -0.46 and -1.30 log cd/m'. Classification of cells. Four main tests were used to classify cells as X, Y, or mixed. These tests were receptive field center size, cutoff velocity, linearity of spatial summation, and response latency to OX stimulation. These tests were chosen because they are objective and quantitative, and previous studies have shown that they reliably discriminate between functional classes of lateral geniculate neurons (Cleland et al., 1971; Hoffmann et al., 1972; Shapley and Hochstein, 1975; Bullier and Norton, 1979) . The nature of each of these tests is described in detail below, and responses of X-and Y-cells to each test are illustrated in Figure 1 .
Receptive field centers were plotted with small, dim spots of light flashed on and off. The area within which stimulation evoked a consistent center type (on or off) response was drawn on the tangent screen and the mean diameter (average of major and minor axes for elliptical receptive fields) was measured in degrees of arc.
Velocity sensitivity was determined by moving a 3.5" spot back and forth across the receptive field. A dark spot was used for on-center cells and a light spot was used for off-center cells. The stimulus sweep was 13" in each direction. Stimulus velocity and repetition rate were co-varied because our purpose was to replicate previously published tests to distinguish cell types rather than to obtain a pure measure of velocity sensitivity. Using the automated projector system, the velocity was increased steadily and the maximum value to which the cell responded on every stimulus sweep was determined (cutoff velocity).
The presence of linear or nonlinear spatial summation was tested with the bipartite field stimulus. A complete phase reversal of each half-field repeated at a rate of 1 Hz. This stimulus was stepped across the receptive field to find a location at which no response (linear summation) or response doubling (nonlinear summation) occurred for the cell.
Latency to OX stimulation was tested with electrical stimuli repeated at a rate of 0.5 to l/set. Using a storage oscilloscope, modal latency was measured from the beginning of the stimulus pulse to the foot of the action potential.
All four tests were carried out for nearly all of the cells; however, a few cells failed to respond to the phasereversing bipartite field in any receptive field location or failed to respond to OX stimulation. For these cells, classification was based upon three tests. Cells were classed as X if they had at least three out of four (or two out of three) of the following properties: <l.O" receptive field center diameter, <160"/sec maximum velocity, linear spatial summation, and OX latency >1.6 msec. Cells were classified as Y if they had at least three out of four (or two out of three) of the opposite properties. Cells were classified as mixed if they responded as an X-cell on two tests and as a Y-cell on the remaining two tests.4 Histology. Following the recording session, the animals were injected with a lethal dose of sodium pentobarbital and perfused through the heart with normal saline followed by 10% formalin in normal saline. For each animal, a single block of tissue containing both LGNs was processed for celloidin embedding, and serial sections were cut coronally at 52 pm. From this series, every other section was mounted on slides and stained with cresyl violet. To assure that the data were collected from the laminae A and Al of the LGN, the location of each electrolytic lesion and penetration was plotted. Nearly all data were from neurons verified to be in laminae A or Al. However, in one animal, seven penetrations could not be found. Since the changes in retinotopic location of the receptive fields seen when the electrode was moved from one penetration to another were appropriate to the retinotopic map of the LGN (Sanderson, 1971) and since the response properties of these cells were like those of LGN neurons, the data from these seven penetrations were included in the study.
Results
Extracellular recordings were made from 553 LGN neurons: 151 neurons in normal animals, 126 neurons from MD animals, 145 neurons from MD-DE animals, and 131 neurons from the MD-DE-O animals. From 12 to 37 neurons were recorded in each animal. All neurons were within 29" of area centralis with 95.3% (52'/553) having receptive fields between 2 to 20" of area centralis and 69.1% (3?%53) having receptive fields between 5 to 15" of area centralis. The eccentricity distributions of the receptive fields were similar in all four groups. determined on the basis of each of the four tests individually, there was good agreement among individual tests.
MD cats. The percentage of cells in each class for lamina A and lamina Al of monocularly deprived cats is summarized in Table I . Overall, 19.8% (%zs) were Y-cells and, as in normal cats, the percentage of Y-cells in lamina Al (21.4%) was somewhat higher than that seen in lamina A (19.1%). The mean and standard error of the percentage of Y-cells ranged from 8.3% to 34.5% in individual cats, and the mean for the group was 18.1%. The percentage of Y-cells seen in the MD group was significantly lower than that seen in the normal group ( U = 4; p = 0.013, one-tail, Mann-Whitney test). Thus, there was a loss of Y-cells encountered in the laminae receiving input from the deprived eye in cats reared with one eye sutured closed.
The decrease in the proportion of Y-cells also was seen in each of the four individual tests. By comparing the data from the normal group to that of the MD group, the decrease in the number of cells that would be classified as Y-cells on each of the four tests is apparent in Figures  3 to 6 . Thus, the loss of Y-cells in monocularly deprived cats was seen independent of the means of classification, whether a battery of tests was used or any one of the four individual tests was used. In addition, the changes seen in the percentage of Y-cells were due to an alteration of all four response properties, not only a few.
Along with the loss of Y-cells, there was an increase in the percentage of all other cell types (see Table I ). The ratio of mixed to X-cells seen in monocularly deprived animals was similar to that seen in normal cats, suggesting that the effects of monocular deprivation were specific to the Y-cells. This issue was addressed directly by comparing the sampling density of X-cells and Y-cells seen in normal animals to that seen in monocularly deprived cats. The encounter rate (the average number of cells encountered on one penetration through one lamina) was calculated for X-and Y-cells for animals in each group. There was no difference in the encounter rate between the two groups for X-cells; in both normal and monocularly deprived animals, an average of 2.2 Xcells was encountered in a single penetration through one lamina. However, in monocularly deprived cats, the encounter rate for Y-cells (0.7 cell/lamina) was lower than that seen in normal animals (1.5 cells/lamina). Thus, it appears that, while there was a loss of Y-cells, the number of X-cells remained normal in monocularly deprived cats.
MD-DE cats. Data were collected from seven monocularly deprived cats that had their nondeprived eye removed at 4 months of age (MD-DE). The deprived eye remained closed for the ensuing 3 months. The percentage of each cell type in lamina A and lamina Al is shown in Table I NR indicates cells that did not respond to optic chiasm stimulation. Other conventions are as in Figure 3. 0.002) but indistinguishable from that observed in monocularly deprived cats.
The frequency histograms for the four individual tests of the MD-DE animals showed a distribution similar to that seen in the monocularly deprived cats (Figs. 3 to 6 ).
Therefore, the findings on each of the individual tests demonstrated the same result as the classification using a battery of tests to define X-and Y-cells.
As in MD animals, there was an increase in the percentage of other cell types along with the loss of Y-cells in MD-DE cats. The relative proportion of mixed to Xcells also was similar to that seen in both normal and MD cats. In addition, the encounter rate for X-cells (2.3 cells/lamina) was similar to that seen in both the normal cats and the monocularly deprived cats. In contrast, the encounter rate for Y-cells in the MD-DE group (0.6 cell/ lamina) was lower than that seen in normal animals but comparable to that seen in the MD group. Therefore, all indicators demonstrated that no recovery in the Y-cell population occurred in MD-DE animals. The percentage of the other types seen in MD-DE-O animals also was similar to that seen in normal cats (see Table I ). In addition, the encounter rates for both X-cells (1.9 cells/lamina) and Y-cells (1.35 cells/lamina) were similar to those seen in normal animals. Therefore, not only did the percentage of Y-cells increase when the nondeprived eye was removed and the deprived eye was opened but there appeared to be a complete recovery of their sampling density as well.
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EXPERIMENT II
In the first portion of this study, we demonstrated that, when the nondeprived eye is removed and the deprived eye is opened in 4-month-old monocularly deprived cats, there is a recovery of the Y-cell population. A recent experiment (Mange1 et al., 1980) indicates that the LGN is not completely developed at this age. Therefore, the recovery seen in these animals may be due to residual developmental processes. In addition, it is possible that removal of the nondeprived eye is not necessary for the reversal to occur and that opening the deprived eye alone is sufficient for this recovery. To address both of these issues, we recorded from the LGN of two additional groups of animals. The first group was reared with monocular deprivation for over 1 year and then the nondeprived eye was removed and the deprived eye was opened for 3 months (adult MD-DE-O) . This group provides an assessment of whether the plasticity seen in the LGN at 4 months of age is still present in adult animals. The second group of animals was reared with monocular deprivation and, at 16 months of age, the animals were reverse sutured for 3 months (adult MD-RS). This second group of cats provides an assessment of whether removal of the nondeprived eye is necessary and whether opening the deprived eye is sufficient for the recovery.
Materials and Methods
Seven monocularly deprived cats 1 year or more of age were used. Four of these cats had the nondeprived eye removed and the deprived eye opened when the animals were from 12 to 16 months old (adult MD-DE-O).
'The other three had the initially nondeprived eye sutured closed and the initially deprived eye opened (reverse suture) at 16 months of age (adult MD-RS).
Both groups of cats then were allowed to survive for 3 months before single cell recordings were made from the LGN. All other methods were identical to those used in experiment I. On each of the individual tests, the results were similar to those seen for the MD-DE-O and normal groups. In addition, the percentage of other (X, mixed, and nonclassifiable) cell types, the encounter rate for X-cells (2.27 cells/lamina), and the encounter rate for Y-cells (1.27 cells/lamina) of the adult MD-DE-O group were all similar to those seen in the MD-DE-O and normal groups. Thus, the plasticity seen in the LGN of 4-month-old monocularly deprived cats still was present in adult monocularly deprived cats.
Adult MD-RS cats. In the reverse sutured cats, the percentage of Y-cells was 14.3% (l3/91). The percentage of each cell type for lamina A and lamina Al pooled over all cats is summarized in Table I On each of the individual tests, the results were similar to those seen in both the MD and MD-DE groups. The encounter rate for X-cells (2.4 cells/lamina) and the encounter rate for Y-cells (0.43 cell/lamina) in the reverse sutured animals were all similar to those seen in the monocularly deprived cats. Thus, no recovery from the effects of monocular deprivation occurred in the reverse sutured cats.
Discussion
We have shown that, in monocularly deprived cats, there is a loss of Y-cells in the laminae of the LGN receiving input from the deprived eye, replicating the original finding of Sherman et al. (1972) . Furthermore, we have demonstrated that, under the appropriate conditions, this loss of Y-cells can be reversed. For this recovery from the effects of monocular deprivation to occur, it is necessary for both the nondeprived eye to be removed and the deprived eye to be opened; neither alone is sufficient. We also have shown that this reversal of the Y-cell loss can occur in adult monocularly deprived cats, demonstrating the plasticity of the LGN even in adult animals.
Normal cats. In normal cats, we found that 39% of the Wilson et al., 1976; Bullier and Norton, 1979) and intracellular recording methods . Furthermore, Friedlander et al. (1981) make a very strong argument that this is close to the true percentage of Ycells in the A laminae. In one recent study (Shapley and So, 1980) , the percentage of Y-cells found in the lateral geniculate nuclei was extremely low. This discrepancy may be due to the electrodes used by these authors or to other variations in techniques (see review by Sherman and Spear, 1982) .
MD cats. In the LGN of monocularly deprived cats, we found a loss of Y-cells in the laminae that receive input from the deprived eye. Similar results were seen with all four tests that we used to classify cells. Therefore, the loss of Y-cells is not due to change or loss only of particular response properties. Rather, a class of cells with a group of correlated properties appears to be affected. In addition, sampling density measures indicated that there is no effect on the proportions of other cell types (e.g., X-cells).
This loss of Y-cells confirms previous studies that used similar methods (Sherman et al., , 1975 Hoffmann and Cynader, 1977; Hoffman and Hollander, 1978; Eysel et al., 1979; Sherman and Wilson, 1981; Mower et al., 1981) . In addition, it is supported by anatomical studies (LeVay and Ferster, 1977; Garey and Blakemore, 1977; Lin and Sherman, 1978) and by physiological studies using very different methods (Mitzdorf and Singer, 1980; Jones, 1980; Friedlander et al., 1982) . However, Shapley and So (1980) failed to observe a loss of Y-cells when recording from single neurons in the deprived laminae. The reasons for their negative findings are not immediately apparent (for a detailed discussion, see Sherman and Spear, 1982) ; however, the weight of the evidence suggests that there is a decrease in the percentage of Ycells in the deprived laminae of monocularly deprived cats. This loss of Y-cells does not appear to be an artifact of electrode sampling bias nor do the Y-cells simply degenerate (Kalil, 1980) . Therefore, only two possibilities remain. The Y-cells are silenced or some of the Y-cells develop as X-cells Friedlander et al., 1982) .
Reverse suture. We found that reverse suture well after the end of the critical period is not sufficient to cause any increase in the proportion of Y-cells in the deprived laminae of the LGN. This finding is in agreement with that of Sherman and Wilson (1981) . However, Hoffmann and Hollander (1978) and Hoffmann and Cynader (1977) reported that reverse suture at 6 to 12 months of age does produce a significant increase in the proportion of Y-cells in the initially deprived laminae. The age at which animals were reverse sutured and the postreversal survival period cannot account for this discrepancy. However, since the cats studied by Hoffmann and Cyander (1977) and Hoffmann and Hollander (1978) were forced to use the initially deprived eye on visual discrimination tasks, while the animals studied by Sherman and Wilson (1981) and in the present study were not, forced usage of the initially deprived eye may cause an increase in the proportion of Y-cells in the reverse sutured cats, explaining the difference in results.
Enucleation. Hoffmann and Cynader (1977) previously reported an increase in the percentage of Y-cells in deprived LGN laminae when the nondeprived eye was removed at 6 months of age and the deprived eye was opened for 1 year. In the present study, we have confirmed this finding and have defined some of the conditions that are necessary and sufficient for the recovery. Neither removing the nondeprived eye alone (MD-DE cats) nor opening the deprived eye and closing the nondeprived eye (adult MD-RS cats) is sufficient for a recovery of the Y-cells to occur. Rather, both removing the nondeprived eye and allowing the deprived eye visual experience are necessary conditions. In addition, recovery of the Y-cell population is seen not only in young (4-month-old) but also in adult (12-to 16-month-old) monocularly deprived cats (MD-DE-O and adult MD-DE-0 cats), and in both cases, recovery occurs within 3 months.
Since the sampling density of X-cells was unchanged in MD-DE-O animals, the increased proportion of Y-cells is due to a recovery of Y-cells, not a loss of X-cells. The recovery of the Y-cell population is surprisingly complete in these animals. The percentage of Y-cells returned to normal range whether individual tests or a battery of tests was used to classify cells. Furthermore, the percentage of cells in the MD-DE-O group that were perfect Y-cells (responding as Y-cells on all four tests) was similar to that seen in normal animals. Therefore, by every physiological measure that we have used, the population of Y-cells found in monocularly deprived cats that had the nondeprived eye removed and the deprived eye opened is indistinguishable from the population of Y-cells seen in normal cats. It would be interesting to know if the anatomical effects of monocular deprivation, such as alterations in neuronal morphology (Friedlander et al., 1982) , cortical projections (Garey and Blakemore, 1977; Lin and Sherman, 1978; LeVay and Ferster, 1977) , and the decrease in the number of large neurons without laminated bodies (LeVay and Ferster, 1977) , also can be corrected by this procedure. If so, then the LGN of monocularly deprived cats is capable of an amazing degree of plasticity, to the point of remodeling itself back into a normal functioning unit.
Relationship between percentage
of Y-cells and cell size. Spear and Hickey (1979) found that, when the nondeprived eye is removed and the deprived eye remains sutured (MD-DE condition), neurons in deprived LGN laminae increase to nearly normal size over a period of 3 months and are significantly larger than cells in monocularly deprived cats (see also Garey and Diirsteller, 1975; Cragg et al., 1976) . Under this same condition, we did not see an increase in the percentage of Ycells. Thus, cell size increases when there is no increase in the proportion of Y-cells.
This result suggests that LGN soma size is not inextricably related to functional classification. However, an alternative possibility should be considered. Anatomical studies suggest that both X-and Y-cells in the lateral geniculate are smaller than normal after monocular deprivation, although the effect is greater among Y-cells (LeVay and Ferster, 1977) . Therefore, it is possible that the increase in cell size in deprived laminae seen by Spear and Hickey (1979) is due to a growth of X-cells and not Y-cells. That is, the soma sizes of the Y-cells may remain small and their functional properties may remain abnor-Vol. 2, No. 5, May 1982 mal. However, this seems unlikely because it would be necessary for the X-cells to attain sizes that are much larger than normal to account for the overall increase in size that occurred. Therefore, it seems most likely that the soma sizes of Y-cells (as well as X-cells) increase in MD-DE cats, while their functional properties remain abnormal (silent, or developed into X-cell properties).
Previous studies also have reported a dissociation between the functional properties of LGN neurons and their soma sizes. In both dark-reared cats and binocularly lid-sutured cats, LGN cell size is virtually normal at the same time that there is a substantially lower than normal proportion of Y-cells Hickey et al., 1977; Kalil, 1978; Kratz et al., 1979) . Thus, it appears that cells can change in size without markedly altering functional properties (MD-DE cats), and functional properties can change (or develop abnormally) without markedly affecting cell size (dark-reared and binocularly lidsutured cats).
Relationship between the LGN and striate cortex. When the results of the present study are compared with those in striate cortex (Kratz et al., 1976; Smith et al., 1978) , two additional dissociations become apparent. First, removing the nondeprived eye alone (leaving the deprived eye closed) did not reverse the loss of Y-cells in the LGN; however, this procedure was sufficient to increase the ability of the deprived eye to drive striate cortex neurons (Kratz et al., 1976) . Therefore, the increased ability of the deprived eye to drive cortical neurons is not dependent upon a recovery of the Y-cell population in the LGN.
Second, when the nondeprived eye was removed and the deprived eye was allowed pattern vision for 3 months, there was a recovery of the Y-cell population from the low percentage found in monocularly deprived cats to that seen in normal animals. In contrast, Smith et al. (1978) found that there was no further improvement in cortical physiology when the deprived eye was allowed visual experience compared to when the deprived eye remained sutured following the removal of the nondeprived eye. There was neither a further increase in the number of striate cortex neurons that could be driven by the deprived eye nor was there any improvement in the receptive field properties of the responsive cells. Therefore, visual experience does not play a role in the recovery of striate cortex neurons but is necessary for the recovery of the Y-cells in the LGN.
Possible sites and mechanisms of effects of deprivation and subsequent recovery. These relationships between LGN physiology, LGN morphology, and striate cortex physiology point to several conclusions about the sites and mechanisms of effects of monocular deprivation and recovery from these effects following removal of inputs from the nondeprived eye. Evidence from previous studies suggests that the increased response of striate cortex cells to the deprived eye after removal of the nondeprived eye is due to a release from suppression mediated by the nondeprived eye (Kratz et al., 1976; Smith et al., 1978; . The observation that this recovery can occur in cortex at the same time that there is no recovery in the LGN indicates that the release from interocular inhibition is due solely to intracortical mechanisms. This conclusion also is indicated by recent pharmacological studies, which show that local cortical administration of bicuculline can increase the proportion of striate cortex cells that respond to the deprived eye (Sillito et al., 1981; Burchfiel and Duffy, 1981) .
The observation that LGN soma size can increase without a change in the functional classification of the cells suggests that two different, and potentially independent, mechanisms control these parameters. For example, cell size may simply be related to axon terminal spread or activity in cortex (Guillery and Stelzner, 1970; Guillery, 1972) , independent of its functional classification. Monocular deprivation is known to decrease the ability of deprived LGN cells to activate cortical neurons Hubel, 1963b, 1965; Blakemore and Van Sluyters, 1974; Kratz et al., 1976; Shatz and Stryker, 1978) and to decrease the terminal spread of deprived LGN afferents in cortex (Shatz et al., 1977; Shatz and Stryker, 1978) , and this could lead to smaller neuronal somata to support the terminals. Removal of the nondeprived eye increases cortical activation by the deprived LGN terminals and perhaps increases the spread of these terminals in cortex (a possibility that has not yet been tested). Either of these effects might lead to larger supporting LGN cell bodies. In contrast, functional classification of LGN neurons may simply be related to retinogeniculate synaptic transmission efficiency, independent of the size of the postsynaptic cells. Indeed, there is evidence that retinogeniculate transmission is altered by rearing with monocular deprivation (Jones, 1980; Mitzdorf and Neumann, 1980; Mitzdorf and Singer, 1980) and evidence that this is due (at least in part) to changes in dendritic morphology of LGN neurons (Friedlander et al., 1982) . Presumably, removing the nondeprived eye and allowing the deprived eye visual experience reverses these changes.
The mechanisms by which this reversal occurs in the LGN are unknown. However, the data of this and other studies suggest some preliminary hypotheses. The observation that it is necessary to remove the nondeprived eye to produce the reversal suggests that some interocular suppressive mechanism is at play. Interocular suppression is known to occur in the LGN of normal ) and monocularly deprived (Sherman and Sanderson, 1972) cats, and this is eliminated by removing the nondeprived eye. The difference between the conditions that are necessary to produce functional recovery in the LGN and striate cortex suggests that any suppressive mechanisms that affect LGN cells occur within the LGN itself. One possibility is that interocular suppression occurs on the dendrites of the Y-cells, which are known to cross laminar borders and to be in a position to receive inputs from both eyes . It should be stressed, however, that mechanisms other than a release from interocular suppression also must be involved in the recovery of LGN Y-cells, since visual experience through the deprived eye is necessary for the recovery to occur. How a release from suppression triggers a recovery that depends upon visual experience and how visual experience produces the recovery are unknown.
